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Abstract
This report describes the NPU-HC system submitted to the
Far-field Speaker Verification Challenge 2022 (FFSVC2022).
In this challenge, the major problem is domain mismatch
which lies between the enrollment and test utterances as
well as the pre-train dataset (VoxCeleb) and the in-domain
dataset (FFSVC). To mitigate this problem, we propose a two-
stage transfer learning framework. Specifically, in the first
stage, we adopt a speaker-aware weight-transfer method to fine-
tune the pre-trained out-domain model with the FFSVC dataset
and a part of the VoxCeleb dataset. The speaker-aware is
obtained by evaluating the classification accuracy on the in-
domain FFSVC data through the VoxCeleb pre-trained out-
domain model, with the aim to maintain its strong speaker
discrimination ability in the in-domain model. In the second
stage, we use a speaker-center transfer learning method under a
teacher-student framework to learn a domain-invariant embed-
ding space. Specifically, the speaker embedding space of the
near-field data trained teacher model guides the student model
during its training with the FFSVC data. Moreover, we adopt
the model soup strategy to average the weights of multiple mod-
els and use adaptive symmetrical score normalization (as-norm)
in score fusion. Our approach leads to superior performance and
comes to the second place in both challenge tracks.
Index Terms: far-field speaker verification, transfer learning,
teacher-student model

1. Introduction
The far-field speaker verification challenge (FFSVC) series
have particularly focused on the challenging far-field speaker
verification (SV) task. Different from the previous challenge [1]
that addresses multi-channel cross-domain SV, FFSVC2022 fo-
cuses on single-channel cross-domain SV [2], which means
both the enrollment and test samples are single-channel data.
Specifically, two challenge tasks are designed respectively to
address fully-supervised (Task 1) and semi-supervised (Task 2)
scenarios. The training datasets allowed to use include Vox-
Celeb 1&2 [3] and the FFSVC data [1], while the speaker la-
bels of the FFSVC dataset are not allowed to use in Task 2 for
semi-supervised learning purpose.

The major challenge of FFSVC2022 is the two-fold domain
mismatch problem: 1) training data mismatch between the pre-
train dataset (VoxCeleb) and the in-domain dataset (FFSVC)
and 2) enroll-test mismatch at channel, time and text scales as
well as same-gender difficult trails. To address the first mis-
match, we propose a speaker-aware weight-transfer method to
adapt the pre-trained VoxCeleb model to the FFSVC dataset.
To tackle the second mismatch problem, we adopt a teacher-

student framework to learn a domain-invariant speaker embed-
ding space, where a speaker-center transfer loss is particularly
introduced. Specifically in Task 2, we first use k-means clus-
tering [4] to obtain pseudo labels, and then the above two-stage
approach is naturally adopted.

2. Data Preparation
We use the following data to train our models:

• VoxCeleb 1&2 development sets

• FFSVC2020 training set, including its supplementary
data

• FFSVC2020 development set

The development trials and test trials are released by the official
organizers.

Online data augmentation has been successfully applied in
various speech and speaker recognition tasks [5], leading to sub-
stantial performance gain. Thus in our approach, online data
augmentation [6] is also adopted during the training of all our
speaker embedding models, including the following aspects.

• Frequency-domain SpecAug: SpecAugment is applied
directly to the log Mel-filter bank feature with masking
blocks of both frequency channels and time steps [7].

• Additive noise: We add noise, music and babble from
MUSAN [8] to the original waveform.

• Reverberation: We simulate reverberant speech by con-
volving clean speech with different RIRs from [9].

• Time-domain wave masking: We randomly mask some
part of an audio waveform at time scale.

• Speed perturb: We adopt speed perturbation (0.9 and
1.1 times) to address the possible speed mismatch be-
tween enroll and test utterances.

3. Feature Extraction
In this challenge, the FFSVC data have three types of sample
rates – 16kHz, 48kHz and 44.1kHz. Since the sampling rate of
VoxCeleb is 16kHz, we first re-sample all the FFSVC samples
to 16kHz. Then we extract 80-dimensional log Mel-filter bank
energies from 16kHz raw input signals. The speaker embedding
models are trained with log Mel-filter bank features with 25ms
window size and 10ms window shift. Global mean and standard
deviation (std) normalization is also applied.



4. Two-stage Transfer Learning
The proposed two-stage transfer learning approach is composed
of a speaker-aware weight-transfer stage and a speaker-center
transfer learning stage, as shown in Figure 1. Specifically in the
first stage, we introduce a weight-transfer regularization loss to
restraint the out-domain speaker embedding model without for-
getting the discrimination ability of the pre-trained model. In
details, the out-domain model is learned from the large but out-
of-domain VoxCeleb datasets and we aim to reserve its strong
speaker discrimination ability in the in-domain model which is
obtained by fine-tuning the out-domain model with the small
size in-domain FFSVC data. In the second stage, we improve
the previous multi-level transfer learning approach [10] to cen-
tralize the speaker embeddings according to the speaker la-
bels in the teacher model. Specifically, in the teacher-student
learning framework, the teacher model is initialized by the in-
domain model trained in the first stage and fine-tuned by the
near-field (iPhone recorded) speech. The centralized speaker
embeddings are more robust than the single speaker embedding
and they have a good speaker discrimination ability on near-
field data. We generate speaker-center embedding space by av-
eraging the iPhone data obtained speaker embeddings according
to the speaker labels. Then we use the speaker embedding space
from the teacher model to guide the student model learning with
the proposed speaker-center transfer loss.

Out-of-domain data 
(VoxCeleb) Out-domain model

In-domain data 
(FFSVC + part of VoxCeleb)

    Loss: AAMsoftmax, L2 
speaker-aware weight-transfer loss 
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Figure 1: The pipeline of the two-stage transfer learning ap-
proach with two particularly proposed losses – speaker-aware
weight-transfer loss and speaker-center transfer loss – to ad-
dress the domain mismatch problem.

4.1. First Stage: Speaker-aware Weight Transfer

In the first stage, we first pre-train the speaker embedding model
with VoxCeleb 1&2 development sets. This out-domain model
has good speaker discrimination ability as it is trained using a
large, noisy and heterogeneous dataset. Then we finetune the
pre-trained out-domain model with the mixture data (FFSVC &
a small part of VoxCeleb) with the hope to drag the model to the
matched domain as well as to maintain its discrimination ability.
To achieve this goal, in addition to AAMsotfmax for speaker
classification, there are two additional weight-constrained loss
functions are adopted. Specifically, the loss function during
model fine-tuning is

Lft = LCE + ω · Lwt + L2 (1)

where LCE is the speaker classification loss (AAMSoftmax),
ω is the speaker-aware weights learned from the pre-trained
model, Lwt is the weight-transfer loss and L2 is the common
L2 regularization loss.

The speaker-aware weights aim to indicate the degree of
transferability of each convolution kernel parameter in each
layer, calculated according to the following process. First, we
fix the VoxCeleb pre-trained out-domain model and replace
the last classification layer with a new layer whose number of

nodes is equal to the number of speakers in FFSVC. Then we
only train the new classification layer with FFSVC. We use this
model to evaluate the effect of each convolution kernel parame-
ter in each layer on speaker classification accuracy. Specifically,
we mask the parameters of each convolution kernel in turn, and
calculate the difference between the loss function after masking
and the loss function before. This difference thus indicates the
magnitude of the transferability of the in-domain FFSVC data
for the convolution kernel. It is further normalized by softmax
function, resulting in speaker-aware matrix ω.

Suppose W 0 is the parameters of the pre-trained speaker
model, W 1 is the parameters of the fine-tuned speaker model.
Lwt is calculated as

Lwt =
∥∥W 0 −W 1

∥∥
2
. (2)

The fine-tuned model is used as our in-domain model for the
second stage transfer learning.

4.2. Second Stage: Speaker-center Transfer

In the second stage, we aim to alleviate the enroll-test mis-
match, where the enrollment data is iPhone-recorded but test
data can come from iPhone, iPad and microphone array. The in-
domain model from the first stage is fine-tuned using the near-
field iPhone-recorded data, resulting in the teacher model for
second stage transfer learning. We first extract the speaker em-
beddings of iPhone recorded speech by the teacher model and
then average all speaker embeddings according to the speaker
labels, resulting in the speaker-center for each speaker. The
speaker-center embedding space clearly depicts the relationship
among different speakers as all speaker data are from the same
device (iPhone) and relatively clean. This space is thus used as
the teacher reference to guide the student model learning, where
the target student model is to be trained using the FFSVC data.
Specifically, we explore two forms of relationship learning. One
is the MSE distance between near-field speaker-center embed-
dings and individual utterance embeddings extracted from the
student model. Here the in-domain model from the first stage
is used to initialize the student model. The other is angle-wise
relationship measured by the near-field speaker-center embed-
dings and individual utterance embeddings extracted from the
student model.

With a well trained teacher model, the embedding space
generated by the teacher model has a more reliable reference
compared with that of the student. Ideally, if there is no
mismatch between teacher model and student model, they will
have the same distribution in the embedding space. Suppose
centralized embeddings extracted from teacher model t are
Ft(θt) = [fθt(xt,1), fθt(xt,2), fθt(xt,3), ..., fθt(xt,B)]
with size [B,F ]. The embeddings Fs(θs) =
[fθs(xs,1), fθs(xs,2), fθs(xs,3), ..., fθs(xs,B)] are extracted
from the student model s. Here B denotes the training batch
size and F is the dimension of embedding. Unlike previous
work, we propose to preserve the pairwise instances distance
calculated from Ft(θt) in Fs(θs). This solution aims to guide
the student model towards the embedding space of the teacher
model.

Specifically, the MSE distance between speaker embed-
dings from the teacher and student models is

LM =
1

B2
||(fθt − fθs)||2, (3)

where LM is MSE distance of among speaker-center embed-
dings and speaker embeddings from the student model.



The angle-wise distance between speaker embeddings from
the teacher and student models is defined as

LA =
1

B2
||(Lt − Ls)||2, (4)

where Ls and Lt are the cosine of the angle of any three speaker
embeddings from teacher and student models. The formulas are
as follows.

Lt = cos∠(
fθt(xt,i)− fθt(xt,j)

∥fθt(xt,i)− fθt(xt,j))∥2
,

fθt(xt,i)− fθt(xt,k)

∥fθt(xt,i)− fθt(xt,k))∥2
)

(5)

Ls = cos∠(
fθt(xs,i)− fθt(xs,j)

∥fθs(xs,i)− fθs(xs,j))∥2
,

fθs(xs,i)− fθt(xs,k)

∥fθs(xs,i)− fθs(xs,k))∥2
)

(6)

5. Model Fusion & Score Fusion
Model fusion, score normalization and fusion are adopted in our
system with substantial performance gain.

5.1. Model Soup

Model soup is a more effective model fusion strategy [11]
in which an ensemble of models is formed by averaging the
weights of the models instead of combining each of their indi-
vidual outputs. Thus in this challenge, we adopt the greedy soup
method to improve the performance of model fusion. Specifi-
cally, for each type of neural model during training, we sort the
models in decreasing order of minDCF on the development tri-
als and choose the top five models for fusion. Then greedy soup
is constructed by subsequently adding each model in the top five
models as a potential ingredient in the soup, and we only keep
the model in the soup if its performance on the development
trials has improvement.

5.2. Score Normalization and Fusion

Score normalization aims to reduce within-trial variability for
better calibration and more reliable threshold setting. In
this challenge, we adapt symmetrical score normalization (s-
norm) [12] to normalize the cosine scores of the test trials while
the impostors are from the development trials.

Score fusion aims to further boost the performance by in-
tegrating multiple scores from different models which are ex-
pected to be complimentary. In the score fusion stage, we adopt
manual calibration as well as automatic calibration. According
to the performance on the FFSVC development set, we adopt
the score level fusion that assigns different weights to different
models. Considering that the model may over-fit on the de-
velopment set with manual calibration, we particularly use the
BOSARIS toolkit [13] for score calibration before score fusion.

6. Experiments
6.1. Model Structure

In this challenge, four models are trained with the following
configurations.

• ECAPA TDNN (1024) ECAPA-TDNN (1024) has 1024
channels in the frame-level convolution layers. The
dimension of the bottleneck in the SE-Block and the
attention module is set to 128. The scale dimension
in the Res2Block is set to 8. The attention layer we
use in ECAPA-TDNN (1024) is attentive statistic pool-
ing (ASP) [14]. The embedding size in penultimate layer
is 192. The parameters of this model is about 14 million.

Table 1: Task 1 performance of the proposed approach on
FFSVC 2022 development and evaluation sets. Here ECAPA-
TDNN(1024) is used as the speaker embedding model.

Model Index Model Name DEV EVAL
EER(%) minDCF(p=0.01) EER(%) minDCF(p=0.01)

A ECAPA-TDNN (Out-domain) 8.462 0.714 - -
A-1 + finetune (In-domain) 6.662 0.593 - -
A-2 + weight transfer (In-domain) 5.811 0.516 6.211 0.565

A-3 + speaker-aware
weight-transfer (In-domain) 5.652 0.493 - -

A-4 ++ speaker-center loss (Student model) 4.674 0.411 - -
A-5 +++ model soup 4.320 0.378 - -
A-6 ++++as-norm 3.921 0.356 4.033 0.359

• ECAPA TDNN (2048) ECAPA-TDNN (2048) has 2048
channels in the frame-level convolution layers. The di-
mension of the bottleneck in the SE-Block and the atten-
tion module is set to 256. The scale dimension in the
Res2Block is set to 8. The attention layer in ECAPA-
TDNN (2048) is attentive statistic pooling (ASP) [14].
The embedding size in penultimate layer is 256. The pa-
rameters of this model is about 22 million.

• ResNet34SE (256) ResNet with squeeze and excita-
tion attention (ResNet-SE) has achieved good perfor-
mance in speaker verification [15, 16] recently. In
ResNet34SE (256), we adopt ResNet34-SE with 128
channels of SE attention modules. The channel configu-
ration of residual blocks is {32, 64, 128, 256}. The at-
tention layer we use in ResNet34SE (256) self-attention
pooling (SAP) [17]. The embedding size in penultimate
layer is 256. The parameters of this model is about 12
million.

• ResNet34SE (512) In this model, we adopt ResNet34-
SE with 128 channels of SE attention modules.
The channel configuration of residual blocks is {64,
128, 256, 512}. The attention layer we use in
ResNet34SE (512) self-attention pooling (SAP) [17].
The embedding size in penultimate layer is 512. The
parameters of this model is about 25 million.

6.2. Experimental Setup

In this work, we adopt the additive angular margin loss (AAM-
Softmax) [18] to train all models, where s = 30 and m =
0.25 are used for AAM-Softmax. The model training process
is composed of base model training and fine-tuning. All model
are first trained using the Adam optimizer [19] with a cyclical
learning rate (CLR) using the triangular2 policy as described
in [20]. The max and min learning rates are set at 1e − 3 and
1e−8 respectively. The weight decay in the base model training
stage is set to 2e-6. In the fine-tune stage, the max cyclical
learning rate is reduced to 1e−4 and the weight decay is 4e−4.
In the teacher-student model training stage, the max and min
learning set at 1e − 5 and 1e − 9 respectively and the weight
decay is 5e − 4. We use 16 pieces of NVIDIA V100 GPUs to
train our models.

6.3. Experimental Results on Task 1

We first verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach using
ECAPA-TDNN (1024) and results are summarized in Table 1.
From the ablation in Table 1, we can see that all the tricks are
effective with clear EER and minDCF reductions on the devel-
opment trails. With all tricks, finally the best EER/minDCF
on the development and evaluation trails are 3.921/0.356 and
4.033/0.359 respectively.

Then we apply the proposed approach (with all tricks)



to ECAPA-TDNN (2048), ResNet34SE-256 and ResNet34SE-
512. Experimental results are shown in Table 2. We can
see that the best single model is ECAPA-TDNN (2048) with
3.708%/0.339 in EER/minDCF on the evaluation set. Af-
ter fusing the scores from ECAPA-TDNN (1024), ECAPA-
TDNN (2048), ResNet34SE-256 and ResNet34SE-512, the fi-
nal EER and minDCF are 3.470% and 0.319 on the evaluation
set, which serves as the final score of our submitted system to
Task 1.

Table 2: Task 1 performance of the proposed approach on
FFSVC 2022 development and evaluation sets. Here results on
different models and model fusion are reported.

Model Index Model Name DEV EVAL
EER(%) minDCF(p=0.01) EER(%) minDCF(p=0.01)

B ECAPA-TDNN [2048] 3.673 0.342 3.708 0.339
C ResNet34SE256 [256] 4.037 0.380 3.922 0.355
D ResNet34SE512 [512] 3.530 0.349 3.662 0.340

Fusion [A-6 & B & C & D] - - 3.470 0.319

6.4. Experimental Results on Task 2

In Task 2, we first use k-means [4] to generate pseudo speaker
labels. Then we use the high-confidence utterances which are
close to the cluster center to fine-tune the out-domain model.
After getting the in-domain model, we select ten sentences of
each speaker with the most accurate posterior probabilities from
the in-domain model to generate the speaker-center embedding
space. Finally, the speaker-center embedding space is used to
guide the student model training with the FFSVC dataset.

Results on Task 2 are illustrated in Table 3. Finally, fus-
ing scores from ECAPA-TDNN (2048) and ResNet34SE (512)
leads to our best EER/minDCF of 5.342%/0.545, which is the
final score of our system on Task 2.

Table 3: Task 2 performance of the proposed approach on
FFSVC 2022 development and evaluation sets.

Model Index Model Name DEV EVAL
EER(%) minDCF(p=0.01) EER(%) minDCF(p=0.01)

E ECAPA-TDNN [2048] 5.592 0.563 5.601 0.557
F ResNet34SE512 [512] 5.611 0.576 5.842 0.566

Fusion E &F - - 5.342 0.545

7. Conclusions
This report describes the NPU-HC team’s system submitted to
FFSVC2022. In this challenge, we have particularly proposed
a two-stage transfer learning framework to deal with the do-
main mismatch problems. Specifically, speaker-aware weight-
transfer is adopted to address the training data mismatch prob-
lem, while teacher-student learning framework with the pro-
posed speaker-center transfer loss is adopted to address the
enroll-test mismatch problem. Experiments show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed two-stage transfer learning approach.
Moreover, model soup fusion and adaptive symmetrical score
normalization are also beneficial according to the experiments.
With the above methods, the EER/minDCF scores of our system
on the evaluation trials are 3.470%/0.319 and 5.342%/0.545 on
Task 1 and Task 2 respectively.
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